A method of treating r a diat ion problems in m agneto-ionic (anisotropic) m edia is presented. A " wave matrix" is defin ed , t he zeros of whose determin ant are the propagation constants of the ordinary and the extraordin ar y plane waves. A deriva tion of t he d yadic Green's func tion for the unbounded m edium is given , which is also bas d on t his matrix. A formul a is arrived at, which g ives t he powe r r adiated by any di stribution of a lter natin g current in terms of t he wave matrix and t he s patial Fouri er transforms of the currents. The m ethod is ill ustrated by a discussion of t he power radiated by an elem entary dipo le.
Introduction
An ionized gas in a permanent magnetic field is an anisotropic dielecLric medium. Two well known examples arc the iono phere and Lbe plasma investigaLed in controlled thermonuclear fusion research . We shall call this medium a " magneto-ionic medium," but other name, like "mag neto-plasma," arc also used in the literatUl'e.
The di electric properties of a magneto-ioni c medium can be described by a dielectri c permit tivi ty tensor [1 ,2,3,4] 2 and the propagaLion or plane electromagncLic waves in such a medium has been subje ct to man y investiga Lions [3, 5] . The pUl'pose of this paper is to present a general treatment of electromagnetic radiaLion in magneto-ionic media. (The radiation properties of antennas and movin g charged particles are, of course, modified by the anisotropic proper ties of the surroundin g medium . ) The method proposed avoids Lh e introduction of vector potentials, H er tz vectors, anisotropic potentials, and the like. The computation of the fields excited by a known distribution of oscillatin g current will be reduced to elementary matrix operations and the evaluation of integrals. We are parti cularly interested in the (complex) power radiated by a current distribution and shall illustrate the method by discu sing in detail the power radiated by an elementary dipole .
We would also like to direct the reader's attention to other published methods [6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 , 12] , most of which have been applied to special radiation problems , like Cerenkov Radiation, in magneto-ionic media .
Background
To simplify the analysis, we assume the medium to be homogeneous, of infinite exten ion, and nonmagnetic (IL rel = 1). All a-c quantities shall be described by their complex amplitude. If the factor exp (jwt ) is dropped and MKS units are used, Maxwell's equations take Lhe form 1 Contribution from Engineering Laboratory, 19 Parks Road, Oxford, England. 2 Figures in brackets indicate t he literature references at t he end of tbis paper.
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(l a) (1 b ) where J is the external curren t density-as produced by antennas or moving charged particleswhich we assume t o be known. The usual matrix formalism is u sed , and vectors are regard ed as column matrices. The permittivity tensor is represen ted by the matrix E, whose componen ts are in general complex numbers, to include conducting (i.e., lossy) m edi a. For most applications a matrix g of the simple form (2) o can be used (see e.g., [2 , 3] ) . H ere the z-axis of the coorclina te system is orien tated in the direction of t he applied permanent magnetic field. It can occur, however, that more complicated matrices have to be uscd , in ord er to describe the medium 's physical behavior correctly [4] .
We now r ewrite eq (la)
and eliminate the a-c magnetic field H from eq (lb ) to obtain the wave equation (4) A where 1 is the unit matrix, ~= \72 the Laplacian operator, and the dyade \7\7 is standing for a matrix, whose elements are the differential operators 02 /0X/ )X". We have to solve this wave equation to ob tain the amplitudes E (r ) of the a -c electric ficld in every point of space produced by a given distribution of current. The solutions shall satisf:v-the condition that at great distances from the sources the fields r epresent divergent travelin g waves. 3 . Plane Waves A set of simple solutions of the homogeneous wave equation (J = 0) describe plane electromagnetic waves, which we propose to discuss in this chapter. The planes of equal phase are specified by the wave normal whose components are the direction cosines nl =sin a cos (3, L et r = (x, y ,z) = (Xl, X2, X3) be t he radius vector, drawn from the origin to any point in space, th en (5) is the equation of a plane, and the amplitude of a plane wave with th e wave normal n will vary as E (r) = Eo e-jkn • r • With k being any complex number , it is convenient to defin e the vector k = kn. (6) "Ye note that and, operating the matrices of the wave equation on the same exponential we get the "wave matrix" H ere is introduced the propagation constant of electromag netic waves in vacuum w ko=-' c
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The electric field of eq (6) has to satisfy the homogeneous wave equation. Using eq (8) and droppin g the exponential, this condition can be wri tten
As we look for nonvanishin g fields, this condition can only b e fulfilled if
Equation (11) determines th e propagation constan ts of possible plane waves wi th given wave normal n.
If £ has th e form as in eq (2) , an elemen tary computation shows that
( 1 2) with (fI-fD sin 2 a + f jf3(1+ cos 2 a ) ± .J( fr -f~-f J f 3) 2 sin 4 a + 4fM cos 2 a 2(fJ sin 2 a + f3 cos 2 a )
.
k' J ,n/kg (13) These r elations show tha t in a magneto-ionic m edium, as is well lmown, t wo typ es of plane ''laves are possible for a given wave normal. They are called th e " ordinar y" and th e "extraordinary" wave, and th eir (complex) propagation constants ar e leI and kII r espectively , whose values depend on th e angle a between wave normal and perman en t m agn etic field. The quanti ties kI, JI/kO are known as th e "r efra ctive indices" of the corresponding waves,
Dyadic Green's Function
In this chapter we propose to present a solution of the wave eq (4) for any known curren tdistribution J (r) (confined to a finite region of space). Because of the linearity of Maxwell's equations there must be a linear r elation between the components of a current element and th e components of the electric field produced by the latter at a point r. We can , therefore write for the electric field E (r ) produced by the entire distribution J (r' ) E (r) = f elr' G(r ,r' )J (r' ), (14) +'" where f elr' stands for fffcl x' ely' clz ' . Th e ma trix G is call ed " dyadi c Gree n's fun ction. "
It h as proved a powerful tool in t reating oth er problems of electrodyn amics and is well known for an unbounded isotropic m edium l1 3, 14] . In the following we shall derive G for an unbounded anistropic medium, An alternative derivation has been described by Bunkin l6].
We use the following identities holding for Dirac's a-function (15) (16 ) and the abbreviation
Bccause of eq (15) the electric field E of eq (14) satisfies the wave equation if G satisfies
We note that \7\7 and Ll operate on the variables r only and not on r ', and we have to assume that the interchange of these two operators with the integration I dr' is permitted.
A
To fmd a suitable matrix G we multiply eq (8) by the inverse of the wave matrix from the right to get (18) We can do this for all real kl' k2' and k3' if we assume the medium to be at least slightly lossy. Then , the zeros of det },. (k) , k'i, and kj[, will have imaginary parts (i.e., plane waves are attenuated ). But as shown later the results are also valid for lossless media.
We finally mul tiply eq (18) by e j k r ' and perform the integrationsI dk {II dk1 dk2 dk3 to find that the matrix (19) satisfies eq (17). We have thus found the dyadic Green's function for the unbounded anisotropic medium. To this solution, of course, we can add any solution of the homogeneous wave equation, if r equired by the behavior of the fields "at infinity." It can be shown, however, that the result given in eq (18) satisfies the required condition that no incoming waves shall occur.
The inverse of },. can be computed by using Cramer's rule 
Ej~ns-J E 2njns
Ej(l + nD .
The equivalen ce of G and Bunkin's Green's function can be shown by u ing eq (7) to replace each k 1 in A by the operation j O/OXi and interchanging the latter with the integration f dk .
In this chapter the problem of finding the fields, produced by a known distribution of current, has been reduced to the problem of evaluating integrals. '1'he methods of integration will have to be adapted to the particular problem. For example, the method of teepest descents h as been employed to find the dipole fields at great distan ces l6] .
Power Radiated by a Distribution of Current
The mean complex power radiated by the curr ent distribution J (r) is given by
where the row matrix J + is the H ermite conjugate of J . For orne purposes it is convenient to rewri te thi expression in terms of the wave matrix and the spatial:Fourier Lransform Jk of the current density (25) Using eqs (14) , (19), and (25 ) we get
With th e help of the relations (15) and (16) these 15 integral can be redu ced to 3, and we obtain the r elatively useful formula (27) One can, of course, rewrite eq (24) in this form almost immediately, if Parseval's equation is used .
An application of formula (27) is given in the next section.
Power Radiated by an Elementary Dipole
To simplify the problem, we assume h ere that the medium is lossless. Let an elem entary electric dipole with moment p be placed at the origin of our coordinate system. The spatial distribution of cun-ent is then J (r)=jwpo(r).
For the calculation of many physical quantitie , like the field at great di tances or the real power radiated , many current configurations J ' (r), which arc con centrated in an electrically small region, can be considered equivalent to an elem entary dipole (see e.g. l15]). The equivalent moment is given by jwp= f drJ' (r).
(29)
Certain quantities, however, like the fields in the immediate neighborhood or the reactive power, dep end very strongly on the dimensions of this region. W e are, therefore, mainly interested in the r eal power , radiated by the dipole. In an anisotropic m edium the power is expected to be different for different orientations and polarizations of the dipole.
As we want to apply formula (27), we n eed the Fourier transform of J (r) , which is Jk = jwP.
871"3 (30)
Putting this into the formula , we see that the complex power can b e written as a bilinear form (3 1) where the components of tl!e matrix z =_JWJ.L°fdk~-l 
that is to say, the matrices r and x are both Hermitian (r= r+ , x= x+). With the help of these two matrices the bilinear form of eq (3 1) spli ts up into two Hermitian forms (which are real numbers) thus separating real and reactive power. The real power P r is therefore given by (34) The reactive power produced by a r egion filled with current increases without limit as the region contracts. It has, therefore, no physical meaning for an elementary dipole.
In the following we would like to sketch the steps of the computation of r for an E as in eq (2). That m eans, we have to pick the Hermitian part of Z, given by eq (3 2), which is possible after performing two steps of the integration off dk~-l.
For this purpose we introduce polar coordinates in k-space, with the volume element
We choose the intervals of integration from -CX) to + CX) for k, from 0 to 71"/2 for a , and from o to 271" for (3, to cover all k-space. Equations (12) and (20) are used to substitute for $.. -t, and eq (21 ) to rewrite
PACk) (kZ-k'j) (P-kJI)
As kI and kII are independent of (3, the integration with respect to this variable can be performed.
A A As a r esult of this, we introduce two n ew matrices, N and lvI,
[ 2€ lSiI1 2 a + €3(1+coS 2 a); 2j€2Sin 2 a ; 0 ]
-2j€2sin 2 a; 2€ lsin 2 a + €3(l + cos 2 a); 0 0; 0; 2€J(1 + cos 2 a).
( 3 7) We have postulated a lossless medium. Therefore, €[ , €z, and €3 have to b e real numbers and Lhe matrices 1. v. and N are Hermitian. ki and kh are also real but kI and /or kJJ can be real or imaginary ("cut off" plane wave) because negative values of €l and/or €3 can occur in magn eto-ionic media.
f +o> The next step is to perform the integration _0> dk. From (35) we no Lice that the two last terms of the integrands have poles if kI and kn are real. As a consequence of thi , the valu es of the corresponding integrals are not uniquely de termined. And it is h ere that we have to remember the m edium is regarded as at least slightly lossy (see sec. 4). The poles are then removed from the path of integration, and, we obtain with the help of Cauchy's formul a and the residue concep t f +o> dk
'Trj
_0> P-k} = -le/ (38) where the sign of the root of le'j. has been chosen such that 1m leI :::; 0 and R e leI> 0, and similarly for len. The result of the integration is now uniquely determined and can also be used for the lossless case.
The first three terms of the integrand contribuLe Lo the anti-Hermiti an part of z only, and can be droppcd. Their in Legral does not exist (sec remarks on reacLive power) .
With u = cos a, the vac uum characteristic impedance Zo= .JJJ.o/€o, and Lhe vaCllum wave length Ao= 2' Tr/ko we obtain finally (3 9) where i '= Herm { (k~-le~ I )" N-le5(le~-ld I )1. 11+ 2(le[ -leJI ) 1c~E ). The symbol " Herm" sLa nds for " Hermitian parL of." As N, i-I, and E are HermiLian , t his simply means that all Lerms wiLh an imaginary leI or len have Lo be ch opped. leI and leu 'I'ary wiLh u( = cos a) accordi ng Lo eq (13 ) and can be real for some regions of in Legration and imaginary for others. ']' he latLer i the case for angles a beLween wave normal and permanent magnetic field whcre Lile corresponding plane wave i "ell L-ofl"" and can not Lransmi L pO \\T er. and for parallel orientation we find (b) A circularly polarized momen t, as produced by a charged particle on an electrically small circular orbit or two crossed linear antennas with a differ en ce of 7r/2 in phase. vVe propose to discuss two particular orientations only. The fu'st is such that p,= 0, and py= ± jpx (for left-or right-hand polarization respectively) where we obtain Pr= ullpxI 2 (r l ± r2) which is a characteristic result for magneto-ionic media. It shows that the two crossed antennas are "coupled" by the medium . The power t hey radiate is not the sum of the powers that each individual antenna would radiate, if the other one were not excited .
The second orientation is one wher e p y= O and p z= ± jpx. H ere the total power is equal to the sum of the powers that would be r adiated by the individual antennas.
The values of rb r2, and r3 ar e determined by the corresponding integrals of eq (3 9), which have yet to be evaluated. For the special case of an isotropic medium (€2= 0, €j= €3) if € 1 = € 3~O , and rl = r2 = r3 = O if €1 = €3< O, which is the case in an isotropic plasma atfrequencies below the plasma frequency. If €2= O and €l , €3> O, which occurs in magneto-ionic media with a very high gyrofrequency or in an uniaxial crystal, the integration yields rdro= t(3 + €3/€j);
r3/rO= 1;
With the exception of these and a few other special cases, the integrals have to be evaluated numerically. Some plots of an evaluation of rdro and r3/rO by means of an electronic computer can be found in [16] .
If the power r adiated and the current distribution of an antenna is known, the radiation resistance (which is defined by them) can be easily computed. Take for example a short linear antenna of length l and with a constant distribution of current I , which is orientated pm'pendicular to the permanent magnetic field. It produces a moment with the components Px = IlJjw, Py=Pz= O, and its radiation resistance is R = l2rj .
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